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Jurassic World is the long-awaited next installment of the groundbreaking Jurassic Park series. T.

rexâ€™s, velociraptors, triceratopsâ€”as well as some all-new dinosaursâ€”will roar across the screen

in this epic action-adventure directed by Colin Trevorrow starring Chris Pratt, Bryce Dallas Howard,

Ty Simpkins and Nick Robinson! Dinosaur Field Guide, written by two noted paleontologists and

illustrated in big bold colors, is a kid-friendly nonfiction guide that uses simple text to describe over

100 dinosaurs! Kids will learn tons of awesome facts about the most well-known dinosaurs and

some of the newest discoveries. The Dinosaur Field Guide also includes a pull-out dinosaur poster!
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This was a well written book with many fun and interesting facts about dinosaurs that are

scientifically accurate, with full color illustrations of hundreds of dinosaurs. A great book for a future

paleontologist and it also included a poster that lists all the dinosaurs in the book.

Wow what a nice book. I wouldn't say it's directly for fans of the film but more for dinosaur

junkies.There's not one picture from the film in the whole book, but it does have many bright

colourful pages filled with dinosaurs, as well as info on how fossils are found, processed and



classified etc.Would suit an older child who has an enthusiasm to learn more about dinosaurs

beyond basic childrens books... or adults who just appreciate the well-layed out style and

information.

My son is obsessed with dinosaurs and absolutely loves this book. It's not as detailed as his

National Geographic dinopedia, but he loves that he can have it right in front of him while watching

the Jurassic Park movies and be able to figure out exactly what dinosaurs they are. This is perfect

for a little future paleontologists and her parents to help guide them along the journey of learning

more about dinosaurs. Nice images and descriptive words to turn any dinosaur movie into a learning

experience. If you have a Dino fan go ahead and purchase this book and you won't regret it. I

received this book at a discount in exchange for my honest and unbiased review.

Love love love this! My 11yr old is super into dinosaurs and Jurassic World, so I knew this would be

perfect for him. The illustrations are beautiful and the poster inside is fantastic. I'd definitely

recommend it.

I would have loved this book as a kid. It has great info on so many dinosaurs. The pictures are cool,

there are interesting facts about all the dinosaurs. I highly recommend this book to anyone who

loves dinosaurs. It comes with a small dinosaur poster too.

This book is nice for the way the descriptions are supplemented with quick "Fun Facts" about the

dinosaurs. The art in this edition is very good â€”sharply defined with anatomical details that speak

to the scientific reconstruction of the animals, not just dramatizations. You can find more and even

better examples of this paleo artist's work in the excellent and much larger title "Discovering

Dinosaurs".

This is a fun book I got for my son as he is wanting to learn more about dinosaurs. This book is

colorful, and includes illustrations for my son to follow along. The book is pretty easy to follow, and

describes each dinosaur in detail, including where they lived, the time period, their size, and what

they ate. It also has a "fun facts" listed about each dinosaur which helps for memory retention (as

my son loves learning new fun facts that he can quiz others on). In the beginning of the book, it also

give background information on dinosaurs, and the different times periods in which they would have

lived. It classifies the dinosaurs based on that time period, and also includes a brief timeline. This is



a simple, quick reference book that is great for elementary school learners. Highly recommended.

This is a pretty nice book. My 3 year old has a super love for dinosaurs.We have had trouble finding

good yet fun books for him to look at or for me to read to him. Usually the selection of dinos is

disappointing.This book lists nearly all of the common dinosaurs that you routinely hear about. It

lists some of the dinos that you sometimes hear about. And it lists some dinosaurs that you have

never heard about. Nice selection.Each page has a dinosaur with a nice picture and information and

fun facts. Some dinos get a whole two pages. The information is great along with some theories.

Fun facts. Nice depictions of what they may have looked like.The poster is kind of small. And the

dinosaur pictures on it are small. But there are lots of dinosaurs on it and my 3 year old will love it.I

am giving it to him for Christmas. Also it does contain small tidbits from Jurassic World in there. Like

when it talks about a Velociraptor, It has the whole next page dedicated to Blue, Charlie, Delta and

Echo. ;)
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